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Edward Scissorhands 

 By Matthew Bourne 

Saturday November 15
th

 @ 2.30 

 

Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen and welcome to the Theatre Royal Plymouth for this revival of Matthew 

Bourne’s 2005 magical dance production of Edward Scissorhands, as produced by his New Adventures 

Company. 

I am Veryan your audio describer for the first half, with my colleague, Pam describing Act11. The first half runs 

for 52 minutes. There will then be a twenty-minute interval, followed the second half of 43 minutes 

This delightful dance adaptation of Tim Burton’s iconic motion picture by the same name is devised, directed 

and choreographed by Matthew Bourne, set to the beautiful and unmistakable music of Danny Elfman and 

Terry Davies, and tells the bittersweet modern fairytale of a boy created with only scissors for hands, left alone 

to fend for himself in a strange new suburban world. 

Synopsis  

The fairytale begins with a prologue. It is twilight as an elderly woman totters by leaning heavily on a stick. She 

starts telling us where snow comes from, by recounting the story of a young man named Edward, who has 

scissors for hands, the creation of a lonely old Inventor. The Inventor created a humanlike young man who had 

everything except for hands, due to the Inventor suffering a heart attack and dying whilst in the act of giving 

him real hands, thus leaving him "unfinished" and all alone in a decrepit gothic mansion on top of a hill. 

Some years later, Peg Boggs, a housewife from the suburban neighborhood of Hope Springs, finds Edward 

rifling through a dustbin. Realizing he is virtually harmless she decides to take him home, where he becomes 

friends with Peg's young son Kevin, her husband Bill and their beautiful teenage daughter, Kim.   

The story is set in the suburban neighborhood of Hope Springs in the United States sometime during the early 

1960s. 

Sets 

I will now describe the sets for the first act, followed by the characters.  

The outside of the Gothic mansion where we first meet Edward and his creator, is viewed from a distance, 

and suggested by a dolls house sized three-story building perched on top of a pudding basin shaped hill. The 

clear blue sky in the background is dotted with wispy white clouds and dominated by an enormous full moon. 

As night draws in the gothic arched windows in the house light up with a warm glow.  

When the story moves inside the mansion, it is to the old inventor’s untidy workroom at the top of the house. 

Facing us and silhouetted against a deep indigo night sky is a fragmented wall. It rises from a wide base to an 

apex, as if under the roof, the wall formed from open wooden slates with the remains of a tall gothic arched 

window occupying the centre. Most of the panes of glass are broken or missing. Lined up against the far wall 

are boxes and shelves overflowing with bits and pieces including rolls of fabric and a brown leather hide. 

Diagrams are pined to the wall including one of Leonardo da Vinci’s anatomical drawings. On the right of the 

window is an electrical circuit box with a switch and long length of coiled cable.  On the left of the room 

stands a treadle sewing machine and on the right a battered two-seater sofa turned with its back to us, while 

standing below the window is a tailors dummy. 

The neat and orderly Hope Springs neighborhood is comprised of a cluster of small single story houses, built 

in rows on a gently sloping hill.  The houses are painted in pastel shades of candy-floss pink, baby blue and 

pistachio greens, and all have garages to one side and very neat front gardens with immaculately mown lawns. 
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Streetlights stand at intervals along a narrow street that winds up behind the front row of houses. In the fore 

ground is a wide-open green space flanked on either side by lines of tall white picket fencing with unkempt 

hedges growing over the tops. American style post boxes are lined up beside these garden fences, while on 

the left is a shiny galvanized dustbin. The pink and white house on the right is the home to the Boggs family, 

and has an un-trimmed bay tree in a tub in its front garden. The blue house on the left belongs to the Monroe 

family.  

Inside Kim’s bedroom. 

When Edward is befriended by Peg Boggs, she shows him into a bedroom, where he is to sleep. The far wall is 

papered in a bright pink pattern, and hung with three life-size posters of Kim in a cheerleader outfit. The door 

is on the far right, a frilled dressing table with a triple mirror to the right of the door. Amongst the cosmetics 

on the dressing table is a musical box jewelry case, and standing nearby, a stool. The pretty white bed stands 

on the left of the room and is covered by a pink and white quilt. Suspended above the bed hangs a mobile of 

red discs – at times this reflects moving pools of light on the floor. 

The Boggs’s back Garden. 

The Boggs back garden is formed by a line of tall white picket fencing, along the back, the top of a hedge, 

recently trimmed into a topiary dinosaur, visible behind the fence Some chrome pool steps are on the right of 

the fence and another, shorter section of fencing on the right. Multi-coloured bunting hung in swags on the 

fence reads, ‘Welcome Edward.’ Placed in front of the fence are two bright red barbeques and scattered around 

the garden are a variety of canvas chairs. 

The main CHARACTERS and their costumes. 

Edward, tall and thin with an air of puzzled innocence, has a long, ghostly pale, sensitive face, streaked by 

livid scars where he’s cut himself with his unwieldy scissorhands. His soulful eyes are dark as is the unruly 

mop of shoulder-length dark hair that stands out around his head. His body, created from dark brown leather, 

follows the contours of his muscles, his leather legs ending in brown boots, his arms in studded gauntlets to 

which four pairs of large tailors scissors have been attached – the steel blades flash, glinting in the light as he 

opens and closes them. A high collar, sewn on with big cross-stitches, frames his face, whilst more bands of 

stitching run down his front, around his back, sleeves and legs. At first Edward moves with short, hesitant 

steps, teetering unsteadily, each movement stiff and ungainly, until, by copying the people around him, he 

learns to be human. 

There are six main families living in Hope springs. 

The Boggs, A good clean-living all-American family. 

Peg Boggs, who befriends Edward. 

Bill, her husband. 

Kevin, their young son. 

And Kim their very pretty teenage daughter. Kim has a wide-eyed innocent face beneath a thick fringe, the rest 

of her long blond hair tied back in a flowing pony-tail. She is usually dressed as a cheerleader in a very short 

white pleated skirt, the pleats lined in pink, with a V neck top bearing her team’s logo, and banded on the 

arms with pink stripes.  She has white bobby socks and sneakers. 

The Evercreeches are a family of religious fanatics and openly antagonistic toward Edward. 

The reverend Judas  

His wife Esmeralda 
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Son Gabriel who wears black leather and is often carrying a ghetto blaster and daughter Marilyn-Ann  

They are very prim and proper, never smile and always dress in black. 

The Monroe family consists of:- 

George, a meek and unassuming business man, 

His wife, an ageing seductress called Joyce. She has red hair, dresses in brightly coloured skintight jeans and 

flirts outrageously with Edward. 

And two teenage children 

Then there is the local Mayor, Franklyn Upton and his family. 

His wife, Charity, daughter Darlene and good looking son Jim, who’s Kim Boggs’s High school boyfriend. The 

Uptons pride themselves in being smartly dressed; with him usually in a formal grey suit, and Charity in fitted 

dresses, hat and gloves, while Jim wears typical 1960s jeans with sneakers, Tee shirts and his high school 

letterman varsity jacket. 

The Covitt Family, consist of Tiffany, who runs around in a bright pink jogging suit, her husband Brad and 

children, Candy and Chase. 

And finally there is the Grubb Family. 

Gloria who seldom gets out of her dressing gown and fluffy slippers, 

Her husband Manny, who slops about unshaven, in a dirty vest, baggy trousers and braces, and their two 

equally slobby children. 

The clothes are typical late fifties, early 60s style with the women in brightly coloured shirt-waister dresses 

with fitted bodices, tightly clinched waists and very full calf-length skirts worn with bobby socks and sneakers. 

The men and boys in jeans, chinos, checked shirts and correspondent shoes, and jumpers. The men with a few 

exception, all have crew cuts. The high school kids all seem to wear Varsity jackets or High School sweatshirts, 

jeans and sneakers. 

As the audience takes their seats, a gauze curtain covers the front of the stage. This depicts a dark, cloud-

filled night sky, with the words, ‘EDWARD SCISSORHANDS’ emblazoned across the centre in great big roughly 

cut white letters. 

Cast and Credits. 

Edward Scissorhands - Dominic North or Liam Mower. 

Peg Boggs – Madelaine Brennan or Saranne Curtin 

Kim Boggs – Kathy Lowenhoff or Ashley Shaw 

Bill Boggs - Tim Hodges or Jack Jones 

Joyce Monroe - Madelaine Brennan or Saranne Curtin 

Jim Upton -Tom Clark or Dominic Lamb or Timothy Hodges 

Kevin Boggs – Tom Davies or Alex Sturman 
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George Monroe – Daniel Collins or Gavin Persand 

Bunny Monroe – Madelaine Brennan or Saranne Cutin 

Gerald Monroe – Daniel Collins or Gavin Persand 

Charity Upton – Pia Driver or Katelyn Severn 

Mayor Franklyn Upton – Gareth Charlton or Edwin Ray 

Darlene Upton – Pia Driver or Stephanie Elstob or Nicole Kabera 

Esmeralda Evercreech – Daisy May Kemp or Katelyn Severn 

Rev Judas Evercreech – Jack Jones or Dominic Lamb 

Maryilyn-Ann Evercreech – Mari Kamata or Dena Lague or Kathy Lowenhoff 

Gabriel Evercreech – Tom Clark or Daniel Collins or Leon Moran 

Tiffany Covitt – Madelaine Brennan or Nicole Kabera or Daisy May Kemp 

Brad Covitt – Will Bozier or Edwin Ray 

Candy Covitt – Mari Kamata or Katie Webb 

Chase Covitt – Will Bozier or Harry Francis or Leon Moran 

Gloria Grubb – Stephanie Elstob or Dena Lague 

Manny Grub – Christopher Neumann or Gavin Persand 

Sandra Grubb – Cindy Ciunfrini or Bethany Pike or Katie Webb 

Sheldon Grubb – Gavin Persand or Alex Sturman 

The Inventor – Gareth Charlton or Edwin Ray 

Little Edward – Tom Davies or Alex Sturman 

Old Kim – Madelaine Brennan or Etta Murfitt 

Set and costume designs by Olivier Award-winner Lez Brotherston, lighting by Howard Harrison and sound by 

Paul Groothius. 

Act 2 

At the start of act two we find that Joyce, the seductress has set Edward up in a hairdressing salon. His ability 

to cut anything into a wonderful shape has made him very well known. High up on the left is a striped awning 

in red and yellow horizontal stripes. Beneath it a sign says Hair salon and beneath that again in large red and 

yellow letters the name Edwardo’s. To the right of the salon is a small fence. On the floor in front of the salon 

is an object covered with a white cloth. Today the salon is being opened so there is great excitement in the 

neighbourhood. 
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Later we find ourselves at Joyce’s bungalow in the back garden, this is also set to the left. There is a small 

table in front of the back door with two padded hardback chairs to the left of the table. On the table is a pair 

of garden shears and two glasses of wine. A washing machine is to the right of the bungalow. 

Here Joyce hopes to seduce the naïve Edward as a reward for having set him up in business. 

 

The next four scenes are set - first in the town centre at Christmas - then in the back garden of the Bogg’s 

bungalow. After that we are inside the bungalow at a teenage Christmas party, followed by a Christmas Ball in 

the local community Centre called Hope Springs for everyone.  

 

I need to describe the Christmas ball scene now as it is so different from the others and at times everything 

happens very fast. 

 

At the centre back is a very large conical Christmas tree decorated with many lights. It has a large star at the 

top from which looped strings of lights flow to the sides of the room. Although joined at the top they spread 

out as they loop into 3 distinct lines. The tree is set into a square wooden box. To the right of the tree is the 

Mayor’s podium.  

Arched above the tree are the words Hope Springs. The Christmas lights are not on at first. 

The room is decorated for Christmas. 

In this scene most of the men wear evening suits with bow ties. Jim’s tuxedo is white and a few of the younger 

men wear lounge suits. Edward wears a black evening suit with white shirt and black bow tie. The older ladies 

are all dressed in various styles of ball gowns, mostly black,  while the younger ladies wear pretty dresses of 

varying styles and colours, Kim is dressed in a white strapped three quarter length dress  with a full skirt. The 

skirt has lines of thin turquoise ribbon around it. Bunny, Kim’s friend,  is wearing a  torquoise party dress 

while Darlene is in the red velvet dress she wore as a carol singer. 

 

Finally we return to the old mansion. 

 

 

  As the scene opens Charity Upton walks across with her poodle on a lead, his coat is cut into a very fancy 

style with lots of pom poms. There is a newsreader with a microphone, a blonde lady in pink also with a 

microphone and a photographer. The photographer continues to take pictures of the people throughout the 

scene. When Edward dances in he now has a moustache. He shows off outrageously waving the scissors 

around and snipping at the air. 
 


